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To figure out how "from under" is written, let's find out what kind of particle speech. "From under" in
Russian, a complex pretext and is doubt about his writing.

Preposition - service part of speech. It is used to express nouns, pronouns and numerals from words
that are in one sentence. From under the hyphen or without it

People configure the preposition with the prefix. So that this does not happen, you need to know the
rules:
The preposition is not used in conjunction with the verb.
Between the pretext and another part of the speech, a word can be inserted, for example: from
under the blooming tree, from under green fir, from under the second entrance. Tara from under
milk, kefir The purpose of the complex pretext "from under"

Our pretext has several goals in context.
Describes the direction of action, for example: to collect garbage from under the chair, get
unnecessary things from under the sofa. Wash the cat from under the bed.
Indicates liberation from any situation, for example: finally managed to get out of negative impact.
The children were freed from the close attention of the mother.
Indicates the previous appointment of the subject, for example: yesterday I threw an empty box from
under the TV, you need to wash a cup of tea. This box from under the iron is still useful to us in the
house.
Specifies the place or surroundings from which someone came or something was delivered, for
example: this year a lot of students arrived from under Archangelsk, yesterday they brought the
parcel from under the vicinity of Vladivostok.
Indicates the separation of items that were connected before that, for example: in this recipe you
can use brine from low-headed cucumbers, juice from under canned pineapples is useful. We often
finish the juice from the corn when we prepare a salad. How to write "from under" or from under?

It is important to remember that all complex prepositions, including the pretext of "from under"
always consumed through a hyphen, despite which context and with what value it was used. All
prepositions consisting of two simple will always be used through a hyphen.

There are thoughts that using a pretext with clarifying words or phrases, you need to write without a
hyphen. This was stated on some sites that broadcast false data.

Let's consider examples:
From the table has already removed all the dirty dishes, except for the gland from under the wines.
From under the bush, there were white mushrooms hats.
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From under the bed got the old suitcase.

Specifying words are a bush, bed and wine. So write completely wrong. There are no such
clarifications, in any phrases, a complex preposition "from under" is written through a hyphen. The
paragraph 118 of the Rules of the Russian language is reading a complex pretext, no exceptions
are written through a hyphen. Stunning boxes from under jewelry Examples:
Yesterday, the whole family did general cleaning and took out a lot of interesting things from under
the sofa.
The other day I met a very interesting girl, and what's most interesting, it turned out to be from under
Tula.
On the Internet you can find a lot of videos that show how you can use boxes from under candy to
decorate the interior.


